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The problem below arises as a transport problem in statistical physics.
Given f and g for x # R and y # [&1, 1], find u(x, y) such that
Lu=xuy& yux+\&uxx+x
2
4
u&
1
2
u+= f, (0.1)
u(x, 1)=g(x), x<0, and u(x, &1)=g(x), x>0. (0.2)
We prove existence and uniqueness to this problem for a suitable choice
of functional spaces for f, g, and u. For the most part we follow the varia-
tional methods used in [1].
The equation is of mixed type: the part of (0.1) enclosed in parentheses
is a non-negative operator, so (0.1) behaves like a parabolic equation if
x{0, except that the direction of diffusion changes with the sign of x. This
also suggests that the boundary conditions should be placed in the two half
lines described in (0.2). Our proof of existence and uniqueness will justify
this choice.
This problem differs from other ‘‘two-way diffusion’’ problems found in
the literature because of the y-dependent term. The lack of translation
invariance in y gives rise to technical problems which are not present in the
translation invariant cases.
1. FUNCTION SPACES AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS
Our first goal is to define the function spaces F, F $, and G, in which we
will take u, f, and g respectively. We will motivate the definitions by first
obtaining the weak formulation for our problem. In what follows I will
denote the interval [&1, 1]; 0 the strip R_I ; S is the Schwartz space in
one variable, that is, smooth functions whose derivatives of any order,
when multiplied by any polynomial, are bounded; and F=C (I ; S),
which is canonically identified with the space of smooth functions u in the
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variables (x, y) # 0 for which u( } , y) # S for every y # I. All our functions
are real-valued.
We denote by F0 the space of test functions, given by
F0=[v # F ; v(x, 1)=0, x>0; and v(x, &1)=0, x<0] (1.1)
The operator B will give us the boundary conditions: if u=u(x, y), then
Bu(x)={u(x, 1),u(x, &1),
if x<0;
if x>0.
(1.2)
For the Hermite operator D=x2+ddx, we have that
A=&\ ddx+
2
+\x
2
4
&
1
2+=D*D, (1.3)
where D*=x2&ddx is the adjoint of D.
Starting from (0.1), multiply it by v # F0 and integrate in x and y ; we
obtain (formally)
|| Du Dv&|| u xvy+|| u yvx=|| f v+|

&
Bu Bv |x| dx. (1.4)
This suggests that u and Du should be in L2(0), and that Bu should be
in L2(R, |x| dx). Let (u, v) denote the usual inner product in L2(0).
Definition 1.1. We denote by F the completion of F with respect to
the inner product
(u, v) =(u, v)+(Du, Dv). (1.5)
We set &u&2F=(u, u). We define F $, the dual of F, as the completion of F
under the norm
& f &F $= sup
&u&F=1
|( f, u)|. (1.6)
We also set G=L2(R; |x| dx).
Notice that we have natural inclusions F/L2(0)/F $.
We are now ready to state the problem.
Problem. Given f # F $ and g # G, find u # F such that
{Lu= f,Bu=g. (1.7)
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Equation (1.4) may be written as
(Du, Dv)&(u, xvy)+(u, yvx)=( f, v)+|

&
g Bv |x| dx. (1.8)
We will say that u # F is a weak solution to (1.7) if (1.8) is satisfied for
every v # F0 . Our main result is
Theorem 1.1. Given f # F $ and g # G, then (1.7) has a unique weak
solution u # F. This solution satisfies the estimate
(Du, Du)( f, u)+ 12 |

&
g2(x) |x| dx. (1.9)
Moreover, Lu= f in the sense of distributions, Bu= g, and
lim
y  1& |
0
&
|u(x, y)& g(x)|2 |x| dx= lim
y  &1+ |

0
|u(x, y)& g(x)| 2 |x| dx=0.
(1.10)
The proof of this result will be divided throughout the text. Our first goal
is to prove (1.9); for that we need a few technical lemmas to be found in
the next section. Uniqueness will follow from (1.9), and the rest of the
paper proves existence.
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
2.1. Functions on the Line
In this subsection we will only consider real functions on the line, so for
now we consider the Hermite operator D as acting on these functions only.
We will also write (u, v) for the inner product between u and v in L2(R).
Definition 2.1. We denote by E the completion of S with respect to
the inner product
(u, v)E=(u, v)+(Du, Dv). (2.1)
We write &u&2E=(u, u) E . We also define E$, the dual of E, as the completion
of L2(R) under the norm
& f &E$= sup
&u&E=1
|( f, u)|. (2.2)
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A suitable basis for L2(R) is provided by the Hermite functions
[.n]n0 , given by
.0(x)=
1
(2?)14
e&x24; (2.3)
.n(x)=
1
- n
D*.n&1(x), n1. (2.4)
These functions form an orthonormal basis for L2(R) (see [4]), and satisfy
the identities
D.0=0; D.n=- n .n&1 ; A.n=n .n , (2.5)
where the last two relations are valid for n1 and n0, respectively.
For a proof, check that [D, D*]=DD*&D*D is the identity map. As a
consequence of (2.5) we have x.0=&2.$0=.1 , and for n1,
x.n=- n .n&1+- n+1 .n+1 ; .$n= 12 (- n .n&1&- n+1 .n+1).
(2.6)
Relations (2.5) show that D : E  L2(R) is not injective; next we show
that it is surjective, and obtain a right-inverse whose range is orthogonal
to the kernel of D.
Lemma 2.1. There exists a bounded operator Q : L2(R)  E, of norm
one, such that for u= an .n # E and v= bn .n # L2(R) we have
u=a0.0+Q Du; (2.7)
v=DQv. (2.8)
Proof. For v # L2(R) define
v*(x)=e&x24 |
x
0
v(t) et24 dt,
av=(.0 , v*).
From this definition we get that v* is absolutely continuous and bounded.
A direct computation yields Dv*=v. Define
Qv=&av .0+v*. (2.9)
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We have that (Qv, .0)=0, and for n1 we compute
(Qv, .n)=(v*, .n)=
1
- n
(v*, D*.n&1)=
1
- n
(v, .n&1).
Thus Qv # E, and therefore, if v= bn .n , then
Qv= :
n0
1
- n+1
bn .n+1 . (2.10)
The stated identities are now immediate. For the norm of Q we compute
&Qv&2E=&Qv&
2+&DQv&2=&v&2. K
It is now simple to offer a characterization of E in terms of the basis
[.n]n0 :
u=: an .n # E  : n a2n<. (2.11)
Indeed, if u is in E, then Du=n1 - n .n&1 , and  n a2n converges;
conversely one may use Q to show that if the sum converges, then the u
defined by it is in E.
Likewise, with the above characterization of E one can check that
f =: fn .n # E$  :
1
n+1
f 2n <. (2.12)
Now let S+ be the restriction to [0, ) of functions in S, and denote
by E+ the completion of S+ with respect to the inner product 0 u v dx+
0 Du Dv dx. Let E$+ be the dual of E+ . We prove the following lemma
(a lemma of this type has been used for similar purposes in [2]):
Lemma 2.2. There are continuous operators P : E+  E, P1 : E$+  E$,
such that
Pu(x)=u(x), for x>0;
(2.13)
P1(xu)=|x| Pu, for u # E+ .
Proof. Define Pu to be the even extension of u to the line. Now given
v # E, define v~ # E+ by v~ (x)=v(x)+v(&x), x0. Given g # E$+ , define P1
by (P1(g), v)=(g, v~ ). K
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2.2 Functions on the Strip
We now revert back to our previous notation for inner products; the
operators D, D*, and A now act on the x-coordinate of functions defined
on the strip. We have the standard identifications
F=L2(I ; E), F $=L2(I ; E$).
Moreover, we define
(u, v)y=|

&
u(x, y) v(x, y) dx.
Similarly to what we had before,
u=: an( y) .n # F  : n |
1
&1
a2n( y) dy<, (2.14)
and
f =: fn( y) .n # F $  :
1
n+1 |
1
&1
f 2n ( y) dy<. (2.15)
The next lemma deals with approximations in F and F $ by functions that
are smooth in y. The proof is a standard convolution argument, and we
ommit it.
Lemma 2.3. Suppose u # F and xuy # F $. Then we can find a family
[v$]$>0 , such that v$ # C (I ; E ), xv$y # C
(I ; E$), v$ approximates u in F,
and xv$y approximates xuy in F $.
Lemma 2.4. If u # F and xuy # F $, then xu # C(I ; E$). Moreover, if
v # C (I ; S), then the function y [ (xu, v)y is absolutely continuous, with
derivative in L2(I ) given by (xuy , v)y+(xu, vy)y .
Proof. If u # F, (2.6) and (2.11) imply that xu # L2(I ; L2(R))/L2(I ; E$).
This is now a standard result about vector-valued distributions, and can be
found in [3]. K
The next lemma will be used to control the boundary values of certain
functions in F.
Lemma 2.5. If u # F and xuy # F $, then |x|12 u # C(I ; L2(R)), and
sup
y
|( |x| u, u)y |c &u&F &xuy&F $ . (2.16)
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Proof. For the proof we will need the operators P and P1 , which now
act on the x-coordinate only.
First suppose u # C (I ; E), and let u+ be the restriction of u to x>0.
Then u+ # C (I ; E+). Put v=Pu+; then v # F. Since u is smooth in y, we
have |x| v # C (I ; E$). Therefore |x| vy=|x| Pu+y =P1(xu
+
y ) # L
2(I ; E$).
Suppose now also that v(x, &1)=0. Then
|

0
x u2(x, y) dx|

&
|x| v2(x, y) dx
=2 |

&
|
y
0
|x| vy(x, s) v(x, s) ds dx
=2 |
y
0
|

&
|x| vy(x, s) v(x, s) dx ds
2 |
y
0
& |x| vy( } , s)&E$ &v( } , s)&E ds
c &xuy &F $ &u&F . (2.17)
The last inequality holds since & |x| vy&E$&xu+y &E$+&xuy&E$ . Note that
the constant c does not depend on u.
If v(x, 1)=0, we obtain a similar inequality. Since 2v=(1& y) v+
(1+ y) v, we divide the general case and treat each term separately.
Now use Lemma 2.3 to approximate u and xuy by smooth functions, and
the result follows. K
3. WEAK SOLUTIONS
Here we prove part of Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 3.1. If u # F is a weak solution to problem (1.7), then
1. Lu= f in the sense of distributions;
2. Bu= g;
3. limy  &1 0 |x| |u(x, y)& g(x)|
2 dx=0;
4. limy  1 0& |x| |u(x, y)& g(x)|
2 dx=0.
Proof. Let v be smooth, compactly supported in the interior of 0.
Then, since v is zero at the boundary of 0, we have
(Lu, v)=(u, yvx)&(u, xvy)+(Du, Dv)=( f, v). (3.1)
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Therefore Lu= f in the sense of distributions. But then Lu # F $, implying
that xuy # F $. Taking v # F, we can use Lemma 2.4 to obtain
(xu, v)1&(xu, v)&1=|
1
&1
(xuy , v)y+(xu, vy)y dy, (3.2)
and so
(xu, v)1&(xu, v)&1=( yux , v)&(Du, Dv)+(u, xvy)+( f, v). (3.3)
Lemma 2.5 implies u # C(I ; G), so that Bu # G. Comparing (3.3) with
(1.8), we conclude that Bu= g. The final claims follow because Lemma 2.5
implies that on the positive (resp. negative) half-line, u( } , y) converges to
u( } , &1) (resp. u( } , 1)) as y  &1 (resp. 1). K
4. UNIQUENESS
The following a priori estimate implies uniqueness.
Theorem 4.1. Let u # F, Lu # F $. Then
(Du, Du)(Lu, u)+ 12 |

&
|Bu|2 |x| dx. (4.1)
Proof. Note that if u # F, then Lu # F $ if and only if xuy # F $. Under our
hypothesis we have
(Lu, u)=(xuy , u)&( yux , u)+(Du, Du)=(xuy , u)+(Du, Du), (4.2)
since for almost all y, (ux , u)y=0. So we only need to prove
(xuy , u)&12 |
R
|Bu|2 |x| dx. (4.3)
This is an easy verification for u # C (I ; E); the general case then follows
by applying Lemma 2.3 to approximate the general u by smooth ones
(noting that |x|12u is approximated uniformly in C(I ; L2(R)), thereby
approximating also the boundary values of u in G). K
Corollary 4.2. If u # F is a weak solution to the problem, then it is
unique.
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Proof. It is enough to consider the case f =0, g=0. The previous
theorem implies Du=0, hence u=a( y) .0 . But then 0=Lu=a$.1+ y2a.1 ,
and we obtain a=c e&y24. Since Bu=0, we find c=0. K
5. EXISTENCE
We first prove existence for a small perturbation of Lu= f.
Lemma 5.1. Let 0<=<1. Given f # F $, g # G, then the problem
{Lu+=u= f ;Bu= g. (5.1)
has a unique weak solution u # F.
Proof. It is easy to see that our uniqueness result holds for this pertur-
bation. Equation (1.8) is suitably modified to become
(Du, Dv)&(u, xvy)+(u, yvx)+=(u, v)=( f, v)+|

&
g Bv |x| dx. (5.2)
We now define a new inner product on the space of test functions by
[u, v]=(u, v)+(Du, Dv)+ 12 |
R
Bu Bv |x| dx. (5.3)
This inner product turns both sides of (5.2) into bounded linear
functionals. Let H be the closure of F0 under this inner product; we have
a natural inclusion H/F.
The map v [ ( f, v)+ g Bv |x| dx is a bounded linear functional on F0 ,
(extending uniquely to H ), and there is a unique w # H, depending only on
f and g, such that
[w, v]=( f, v)+|
R
g Bv |x| dx. (5.4)
Fix now v # F0 ; then the left hand side of (5.2) is a bounded linear
functional for u # H, and there is a unique vector Tv # H such that
[u, Tv]=(Du, Dv)+=(u, v)&(u, xvy)+(u, yvx). (5.5)
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We have that
[v, Tv]=(Dv, Dv)+=(v, v)+ 12 |
R
|Bv|2 |x| dx, (5.6)
from which we conclude that [v, Tv]=[v, v]. Then T : F0  H is
injective, with a bounded inverse V : H  H. Let V* be the adjoint of V,
and define u=V*w. Then, for all v # F0 ,
[u, Tv]=[V*w, Tv]=[w, VTv]=[w, v], (5.7)
proving that u is a weak solution to Lu+=u= f, Bu= g. K
As = goes to zero the above proof breaks down, since we lose injectivity
of T.
Lemma 5.2. Let u= # F be the unique weak solution to (5.1), and suppose
&u=&F is bounded as =  0. Then the original problem (1.7) has a unique weak
solution u0 # F.
Proof. Since [u=] is a bounded set in F, there exists u0 # F which is the
weak limit of a subsequence u=n . Such u0 is then a weak solution to the
original problem, because for any v # F0 we have
(Du0 , Dv)&(xu0 , vy)+( yu0 , vx)
= lim
=n  0
[(Du=n , Dv)&(xu=n , vy)+( yu=n , vx)+(=n u=n , v)]
=( f, v)+| g Bv |x| dx. (5.8)
Uniqueness follows; in particular, as = goes to zero the u= converge weakly
to u0 . K
From the above results, existence will follow after we prove that &u&F is
bounded as = goes to zero. We divide that proof into a series of lemmas.
From now on we write u=u= , dropping the index.
The a priori estimate for u reads
&Du&2+= &u&2( f, u)+ 12 | g2 |x| dx. (5.9)
We first treat the case when ( f, .0)y#0; all subsequent lemmas are
under this hypothesis.
Lemma 5.3. As = goes to zero, &Du& and = &u&2 remain bounded.
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Proof. Recall the definition of Q in Lemma 2.1; for v # F we have
|( f, v)|=|( f, QDv)|& f &F $ &Dv&. (5.10)
Therefore, for the solution u(=u=) we have
&Du&2+= &u&2c &Du&+c1 , (5.11)
where c=& f &F $ and c1= 12  g2 |x| dx. As a result both &Du& and =&u&2
remain bounded as = goes to zero. K
Notice that the above proof shows that =u tends to zero in F, and
&Du&
c+- c2+4c1
2
=C. (5.12)
Since Du is bounded in norm, to bound &u&F we need only bound &u&.
Lemma 5.4. Write u= an .n ; for n1 we have
n |
1
&1
a2n( y) dy=n &an&
2
I &Du&
2C 2. (5.13)
As a consequence u&a0 .0 is bounded in F as = goes to zero.
Proof. With u1=u&a0 .0 , we compute
&u1&2= :
n1
|
1
&1
a2n( y) dy :
n1
n |
1
&1
a2n( y) dy=&Du&2C 2. K (5.14)
We have reduced the problem to that of bounding 1&1 a
2
0( y) dy.
To bound the L2-norm of a0 we consider the auxiliary functions
bn( y)=(xu, .n)y , (5.15)
for n0. These functions are absolutely continuous (Lemma 2.4). From
(2.6), we have for n{0 that
bn=(xu, .n)y
=(u, x.n)y
=(u, - n .n&1+- n+1 .n+1)y
=- n an&1+- n+1 an+1 . (5.16)
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For n=0 we get b0=a1 . Notice that for n{1, (5.13) gives
&b0&I&Du&; &bn&I2 &Du&. (5.17)
Thus we have that &bn &I2C, for n{1.
Since a0=b1&- 2 a2 , and the norm of a2 is bounded in =, we are left to
prove that &b1&I is bounded.
Lemma 5.5. Each bn satisfies an integral equation:
ey24bn( y)=e14bn(&1)
+|
y
&1
[s - n+1 an+1(s)+fn(s)&(n+=) an(s)] es
24 ds. (5.18)
Proof. From Lemma 2.4 and (2.5) we obtain
b$n=(xuy , .n)y=&y(u, x.n)y&(n+=) an+fn , (5.19)
where fn( y)=( f, .n)y . From (2.6) we obtain
b$n+
y
2
bn= y - n+1 an+1&(n+=) an+fn . (5.20)
Multiplying this equation by ey24 and integrating from &1 to y we obtain
(5.18). K
We will use (5.18) to relate bn( y) to its boundary value bn(&1). For
n=1, this will show how the boundary values b1(&1) control the norm of
b1 ; for n{1 we do the opposite, and show how to bound bn(&1) using the
norm of bn . The boundary values bn(&1) carry information about the
boundary values of u itself, and we use that information to control the
norm of u.
The next set of lemmas contain precise statements.
Lemma 5.6. There are positive constants d1 and d2 , independent of =,
such that
&b1&Id1 |b1(&1)|+d2 . (5.21)
Proof. For n=1 we bound (5.18), obtaining
|b1( y)|e14 { |b1(&1)|+- 2 |
1
&1
|a2 | ds
+|
1
&1
| f1 | ds+(1+=) |
1
&1
|a1 | ds= . (5.22)
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Bounding L1-norms using L2-norms, = by 1, and &an& by C, we have
|b1( y)|e14[ |b1(&1)|+2(1+- 2) C+- 2 & f1&I]. (5.23)
Since for positive a, b we have 2aba2+b2, a standard argument now
gives the desired result. K
We conclude that to bound the norm of b1 , it is enough bound the
numbers b1(&1) as = goes to zero.
Lemma 5.7. There is a positive constant C1 independent of = such that
|bn(&1)|C1 - n+1 (5.24)
for all n{1.
Proof. For n{1 bound the integral term in (5.18) as we did in the
previous lemma; we get
|bn(&1)||bn( y)|+- 2 [- n+1 &an+1&I+& fn &I+(n+=) &an&I ].
Integrate the last expression from &1 to 1, and bound the L1-norm of
bn using the L2-norm. We obtain
|bn(&1)|- 2[ 12 &bn&I+- n+1 &an+1 &I+& fn &I+(n+=) &an&I].
Now, if n=0 we know (Lemma 5.3) that = &a0&I is bounded. Therefore,
since &b0&I and &a1&I are bounded, we conclude that b0(&1) is bounded
independently of =.
For n2, we know that &bn&I2C (5.17); - n &an&IC (5.13); and
& fn&Ic3 - n+1 for some constant c3 (2.15). Putting this all together
yields our result. K
This last result allows us to conclude with
Theorem 5.8. As = goes to zero, &u& remains bounded.
Proof. Take v in the Schwartz space S such that v(x)#0 for x<0, and
for which R v .1 dx=d{0. From (3.1) we have that
(xu, v)y  |

0
g(x) v(x) x dx
as y  &1. Then
(xu, v)y=(b1( y) .1 , v)y+ :
n{1
(bn( y) .n , v)y . (5.25)
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Taking the limit as y  &1 we obtain
|

0
g v x dx=d b1(&1)+ :
n{1
bn(&1) |
R
.n(x) v(x) dx. (5.26)
The left-hand side of the above equation is independent of =. The
sequence  .n v dx has rapid decay, and bn(&1) is bounded by C1(n+1)12,
with C1 independent of =. We conclude that the right-hand summand is
bounded as =  0. Therefore the values b1(&1) are bounded in =. From the
previous lemmas we conclude that &u& is bounded. K
For the case when ( f, .0)x 0 we use the previous case. Clearly it is
enough to solve the problem Lu=a( y) .0(x), Bu=0. Define
b( y)=e&y24 |
y
0
a(s) es24 ds (5.27)
v(x, y)=b( y) .1(x). (5.28)
Then
Lv=a( y) .0(x)+\b$( y)&y2 b( y)+ - 2 .2(x). (5.29)
By our previous result, the problem
{Lw=&\b$( y)&
y
2
b( y)+ - 2 .2(x); (5.30)
Bw=&Bv
has a unique solution in F. Set u=v+w; this u is in F and solves the
problem.
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